Abstract: Given the complementary nature of photovoltaic (PV) generation and energy storage, the combination of a solar panel and a battery pack in one single device is proposed. To realize this concept, the PV Battery Integrated Module (PBIM), it is fundamental to analyze the system architecture and energy management. This paper focuses on selecting a suitable architecture among the different options, while also indicating the control strategy that the converters must follow to ensure appropriate performance. Also, several modes of operation for the complete system are introduced to implement energy management. For the selected DC architecture, two case studies, viz. off-grid and peak-shaving for a grid-tied system, were employed to characterize the response of the model demonstrating its utility to perform maximum power-point tracking, excess solar power curtailment, and battery charging and discharging. The proposed control and system architecture prove to be feasible for a PV Battery Integrated device such as PBIM.
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1. Introduction

Solar photovoltaic (PV) energy has been defined as one of the renewable energy sources that can help ameliorate the dependence on fossil fuels for generating electricity to transition towards a more sustainable future [1,2]. Consequently, the amount of PV installed capacity has skyrocketed in recent years, leading to a reduction in cost per Watt [3]. However, along with the rise in solar generation, challenges related to relatively high PV penetration rates started to appear. In countries such as Germany, problems associated with PV overproduction concerning instabilities into the electric grid were identified [4].

For this reason, energy storage technologies have been proposed not just to take care of high production moments but also to provide ancillary services [5]. Batteries, for instance, can be used to store energy in the day and supply energy during the night [6], decreasing the dependency on the grid while avoiding the need for new centralized generation plants. Solar energy stored in batteries might also favor a smarter power delivery, allowing the allocation of energy in moments of peak consumption or in events of blackout [7,8].

Having defined the importance of combining PV panels and battery packs, it must be noted that the total cost of such a combined system needs further reduction. Even though Li-ion battery prices are falling fast and continue to happen for solar panels, other costs such as installation and the balance of system components (BoS) price are becoming more predominant [9,10]. To diminish the total system cost, new PV battery-integration approaches have been introduced.
One of them is the PV Battery Integrated Module (PBIM) [11]. The PBIM is a device that integrates the BoS, viz. battery pack and power electronics, and a PV module in one single unit. This unit is composed of a PV panel, battery pack, and the necessary power electronic converters [12]. A PBIM is expected to act as a building block that enables a system to scale up when more energy generation or storage is required. This might contribute to decreasing the costs related to PV-system design together with easing the installation process.

1.1. Related Literature

The coordination between solar production and energy storage devices is fundamental; for this reason, several energy management systems (EMS) have been proposed in the literature [13,14]. In [15], self-consumption is prioritized taking into account the electricity prices using model-based predictive control. The same control concept has been used to enable peak-shaving in grid-tied systems, including day ahead information to improve the effectiveness of the power management [16].

A previous paper has integrated a solar panel together with a servomotor, power electronics, and batteries that can be mounted in a wall; the PV panel position is dynamically controlled via a single axis solar tracker, demonstrating its applicability for a constant load [17]. In the case of static physically integrated PV battery systems, such as the PBIM, several studies have touched upon the energy management system and system architectures. According to [18], several commercial components can be picked based on the characteristics of the systems and coupled to operate the device. One element optimizes the PV output, while the charging and discharging processes are controlled in two different power stages. However, it is not clear how the power flows are controlled and which kind of auxiliary services a device such as this can perform.

Similarly, in [19], an electronic control unit includes a converter in charge of performing maximum power-point tracking (MPPT), a battery charge/discharge controller, and a battery management system. Particular interest is given to the battery management [20], where battery operation conditions are monitored closely including state of health, temperature, and state of charge levels. As a continuation, a boost converter is proposed to take care of the PV optimal operation, wherein three switches control the power flow [21]. There, just three modes are allowed: PV directly to load, PV to battery, or battery to load. Despite the progress shown in the previous papers, a detailed analysis of the different architectures that can be used in integrated devices has not been explored. Neither the application of this kind of device to both off-grid and grid-connected (peak-shaving) systems using a common architecture, nor the possibility to use the battery together with the solar power to supply the load in particular cases have been thoroughly analyzed.

Therefore, this paper focuses on choosing a suitable electrical architecture for the PBIM that enables the advantages provided using a smart energy management system. The converter’s control is also proposed to be able to perform MPPT, PV curtailment, and battery charging or discharging for an off-grid and peak-shaving case studies.

1.2. Contributions

This paper contributes towards

1. selecting a suitable system architecture for a PV battery integrated device based on limitations defined by the PV battery integrated module,
2. proposing a control method to manage the DC/DC converters to follow defined modes of operation such as MPPT, excess solar curtailment, and battery charging and discharging.

2. System Architecture

This section presents three system architectures that could be used to control the PBIM together with a qualitative analysis of their advantages and disadvantages with the objective to find the most suitable one.
2.1. In-Line

This architecture is the simplest due to its minimum amount of components (Figure 1a), two unidirectional DC/DC and DC/AC converters. The DC/DC converter takes care of performing MPPT, and it is typically sized based on the rated PV power. The inverter, on the other hand, must be sized not just by considering the maximum PV output but also taking into account the maximum load power demand and the battery highest power defined by the manufacturer or application. This is because at specific instances both PV and battery could supply the load at maximum power if demanded by the load.

![Diagram of In-Line Architecture](image)

Figure 1. PV Battery Integrated Module (PBIM) possible architectures: (a) in-line; (b) DC coupled; (c) AC coupled.

Contrary to the PV panel, which is attached to the DC bus through a DC/DC converter, the battery is linked directly to the DC bus, which could compromise its safety and maximum battery capacity [22]. As the battery can charge or discharge at fast rates while reaching low and high voltages, in the absence of a converter, battery’s safety and lifetime could be negatively affected [23]. Moreover, the size (capacity) of the battery pack in such a configuration is restricted by the fixed voltage of the DC bus. Additionally, because the voltage of battery sets the bus voltage, the input voltage perceived by inverter would change accordingly, inducing instabilities.

2.2. DC Coupled

In comparison to the previous architecture, the battery pack is coupled to a bidirectional converter, see Figure 1b. In terms of components sizing, the battery pack is not limited by the defined DC bus voltage, resulting in a more flexible architecture. The battery converter and inverter power rating are decided based on the load maximum allowable power. By adding the battery converter, the DC bus
can be controlled and monitor more easily while protecting the battery pack. Also, the input voltage of the inverter would be more stable.

However, because just one DC/AC converter is used, its power rating is limited by the PV and battery ratings. Moreover, the DC/AC converter is likely to fail as the power from both energy sources is processed through the DC/AC converter [24]. This issue also holds for the previous architecture.

2.3. AC Coupled

In an AC coupled architecture, the PV panel and the battery pack share a single AC bus (Figure 1c). From the PV side, this architecture is composed of a unidirectional DC/DC converter and an additional inverter, while from the battery side the DC/DC converter must be bidirectional along with an individual inverter.

This architecture provides flexibility regarding system sizing as the battery pack and solar panel ratings can be chosen in an independent manner; therefore, the system could be updated more easily. However, since this architecture has two DC/AC converters, their phases must be synchronized, requiring the implementation of phase control, increasing the complexity of the controller.

In this architecture, the battery pack and the PV panel ratings can be chosen independently, providing flexibility regarding system sizing and enabling modularity, i.e., PV or battery sizes could upgrade without changing inverter size. However, the phase of both inverters must be synchronized, requiring the implementation of phase control and increasing the complexity of the controller.

2.4. Selecting the Architecture

Although the simplest architecture is the in-line, the issues related to safety and negative impact on lifetime together with the DC bus voltage instability make this architecture discardable. Both the DC and the AC couple architectures avoid this problem. Consequently, control complexity is selected as a critical parameter to decide between these two architectures. In this regard, the AC coupled architecture is more complicated than the DC coupled, as fewer converters need to be controlled along with the fact that an additional stage must be added to ensure phase synchronization. As a result, for PBIM the DC coupled architecture is selected and will be used from now on in this paper.

In this paper, the DC voltage has been set to be higher than the PV voltage and the maximum battery voltage cells completely charged. Therefore, for the solar panel, a unidirectional boost converter is required to increase the voltage from to the DC bus voltage reference. Also, a buck-boost converter is selected for the battery to step up the voltage when power is extracted from the battery, and to step down the bus voltage when battery is directly powered from solar. The battery voltage is based on the amount of batteries connected in series. For instance, for the off-grid cases study the defined DC bus voltage was 36V; therefore, 10 cells are the maximum that can be connected in series. Otherwise, the battery voltage could surpass the DC bus voltage for LiFePO$_4$ technology.

3. Controlling the Converters

In this section, the procedure followed to define the power flow directions and control the converters for the chosen architecture is proposed. For doing so, various modes of operation and control methods are introduced to adjust the duty cycle of the converters and to ensure an efficient power delivery within the operating limits. It is important to clarify that inverter operates in constant modulation while the DC bus is kept at its reference value, which allows us to avoid the inverter’s control for simplicity of the presented analysis.

3.1. PV Converter

The PV converter is a unidirectional boost converter in charge of performing MPPT and PV curtailment. By setting a voltage reference, the DC/DC converter discriminates between these two modes of operation.
3.1.1. MPPT and Curtailment

The PV voltage reference is set based on the desired converter mode of operation as can be seen in Figure 2a.

\[
\text{Equation (1): } P_{PV} = V_{PV,mpp} \cdot I_{PV,mpp} \\
\text{Equation (2): } P_{PV} = V_{PV,curtail} \cdot I_{PV,curtail}
\]

Among the various methods to achieve MPP tracking, the incremental conductance MPPT method was used in this article based on a previous paper [25].

The PV curtailment is related to the instances where the PV generation exceeds the energy needed by the load, and the battery is not able to store the excess. In off-grid systems, the PV power must be dumped to maintain the power balance and a constant DC voltage. Once the unbalance is detected, the operating point of the PV panel should be shifted to a region that results in lower PV efficiency. To accomplish this, the PV voltage reference is slightly increased moving the operating point of the solar panel to the right of the power-voltage curve, while reducing the power. Even though the rate of change at the right side of the power-voltage curve is faster than a voltage change to the left side.
regarding power reduction, it is beneficial for the boost converter as it can operate in a narrow duty cycle range with a small change in PV voltage. This concept, which defines $V_{PV, curtail}$, is used for feedback loop control of the DC/DC boost converter as the PV voltage reference.

3.1.2. Boost Converter

To determine the duty cycle of the converter switch (SW 1), the feedback loop control shown in Figure 2b is used. The feedback loop control consists of two proportional-integral (PI) controllers; the first loop sets the panel current and the second the voltage.

The reference voltage of the panel is obtained from the MPPT or curtailment process as indicated previously. After that, the pulse width modulation (PWM) generator receive the information, which is a result of the previously determined $D_{boost}$ (see Equation (A4)). Please refer to Appendix A.1, where the equations and coefficients used for this converter are summarized.

3.2. Battery Converter (Buck-Boost)

Figure 2c presents the feedback control loop that defines the required duty cycle for the switches SW 2 ($D_{buck-boost}$) and SW 3 (1-$D_{buck-boost}$) (see Equation (A8)). They are estimated based on two PI controllers; the first of them set the battery current while the second the DC bus voltage. As previously described, the PWM establishes the duty cycles of SW 2 and SW 3 to set the bus voltage.

3.3. Modes of Operation

To study the power flow directions, 7 modes of operation have been found to describe all the possible cases. These modes are represented in Figure 3 and are explained as follows.

- **Mode 1**: PV produces power at MPP, while the battery is discharging with the bidirectional converter boosting the voltage. The inverter is active, and the load is satisfied.
- **Mode 2**: PV produces power at MPP, while the battery is charging with the bidirectional converter stepping down the voltage. The inverter is on, and the load is connected.
- **Mode 3**: The solar panel is disconnected, and the converter switched off. The battery is discharged while the converter boosts the voltage, the DC/AC converter is active, and the load is powered.
- **Mode 4**: The PV produces power at a lower value than MPP, while the battery is discharging with the bidirectional converter boosting the voltage. The inverter is active, and the load is powered. This mode is only present in the off-grid case study as the surplus cannot be taken by the electricity grid.
- **Mode 5**: All the converters are switched off. This tends to occur in when the battery is empty at night.
- **Mode 6**: The solar generation performing at MPPT is solely supplying the load. This mode occurs only on the peak-shaving case when the battery is full, and its energy is saved to be used in peak times.
- **Mode 7**: The PV power generated at MPP is exclusively used to charge the battery while the bidirectional converter steps down the voltage.

Similarly, Table 1 summarizes the relationship between the modes of operation and the activity of the converters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Converter</th>
<th>Mode 1</th>
<th>Mode 2</th>
<th>Mode 3</th>
<th>Mode 4</th>
<th>Mode 5</th>
<th>Mode 6</th>
<th>Mode 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unidirectional</td>
<td>MPP</td>
<td>MPP</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>Curtail</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>MPP</td>
<td>MPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidirectional</td>
<td>Boost</td>
<td>Buck</td>
<td>Boost</td>
<td>Boost</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>Buck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverter</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Converter operation for various modes of operation.
Figure 3. Power flow directions for the 7 modes of operation. (a) Mode 1; (b) Mode 2; (c) Mode 3; (d) Mode 4; (e) Mode 5; (f) Mode 6; (g) Mode 7.

Please refer to Appendix A.1, where the transient analysis is performed to the PV and battery converters. The equations and coefficients used to control the converters are also presented in Appendix A.1.

4. Energy Management

In this section, two case studies are explored: an off-grid and peak-shaving for a grid-connected system. The particularities of each one, the power balance equations, and the energy management criteria are introduced as follows.

4.1. Off-Grid

Off-grid solar systems only rely upon the PV power and store energy inside the batteries to supply the load, and consequently, a smart energy management is fundamental to administrate moments of energy deficit and excess. As introduced by Figure 4a, the solar energy must be used to directly supply the load and the energy surplus stored in the batteries to be used during the night. However, sometimes the solar generation is not enough and must be complemented by discharging the batteries.
Other times, the solar energy is abundant and the batteries full. Therefore, the solar generation should be curtailed to maintain the power balance.

![Figure 4. Energy management for (a) off-grid and (b) peak-shaving concepts.](image)

The power flow is decided based on the flowchart shown in Figure 5a, where the upper and lower limits for the SOC are set to determine the modes of operation. Six modes are used in this application, and the power balance equations for each mode are introduced as follows.

- **Mode 1**
  \[ P_{\text{boost}} \cdot \eta_{\text{inv}} + P_{\text{out}} \cdot \eta_{\text{buck-boost}} \cdot \eta_{\text{inv}} - P_{\text{load}} = 0 \]  

- **Mode 2**
  \[ P_{\text{boost}} \cdot \eta_{\text{inv}} - P_{\text{in}} \cdot \eta_{\text{inv}} \cdot \eta_{\text{buck-boost}} - P_{\text{load}} = 0. \]  

- **Mode 3**
  \[ P_{\text{out}} \cdot \eta_{\text{buck-boost}} \cdot \eta_{\text{inv}} - P_{\text{load}} = 0. \]  

- **Mode 4**
  \[ P_{\text{boost,curtail}} \cdot \eta_{\text{inv}} + P_{\text{out}} \cdot \eta_{\text{buck-boost}} \cdot \eta_{\text{inv}} - P_{\text{load}} = 0 \]  

- **Mode 5**
  \[ P_{\text{fail}} = P_{\text{load}} \]  

- **Mode 7**
  \[ P_{\text{boost}} \cdot \eta_{\text{buck-boost}} - P_{\text{in}} = 0. \]  

Due to the difficulty to match the load when performing PV curtailment (mode 4), a new intermediate SOC upper level (85%) is introduced to prevent sudden and frequent changes between modes 2 and 4. If mode 4 was operational in the previous time step, and the SOC is higher than 85%, mode 4 remains operational in the current time step mode prevails until SOC is lower than 85%.

Also, an intermediate SOC lower level is employed to prevent sudden changes between modes 1 and 7. When the mode 7 was active previously and the SOC is below 15%, the integrated module keeps operating in mode 7 as long as SOC is above 15%, as can be appreciated in Section 6.1.2.
4.2. Peak-Shaving

In peak-shaving applications, the primary purpose is to partially supply the residential load by a combination of previously stored solar energy from the battery and instantaneous solar during peak times to reduce the electricity bill. Unlike off-grid systems, where the reliability of the system only relies on the battery pack and solar energy, the load can be met by using energy from the grid. Therefore, the power flows must be managed differently. In this case, the battery is charged directly from solar energy, and once it is full the PV production can be used to also deliver power to the load as Figure 4b shows.

According to the flowchart depicted in Figure 5b, the definition of peak is related to a particular time in a day. The charging and discharging times can be programmed while checking if the actual

---

Figure 5. Power flow management for (a) off-grid and (b) peak-shaving cases.
battery SOC is between the defined limits. Only modes 1, 3, 5, 6, and 6 are used in the off-grid. The power balance for all the modes is as follows.

- **Mode 1**
  
  \[ P_{\text{boost}} \cdot \eta_{\text{inv}} + P_{\text{batt}}^{\text{out}} \cdot \eta_{\text{buck-boost}} \cdot \eta_{\text{inv}} + P_{\text{grid}} - P_{\text{load}} = 0 \]  

- **Mode 3**
  
  \[ P_{\text{batt}}^{\text{out}} \cdot \eta_{\text{buck-boost}} \cdot \eta_{\text{inv}} + P_{\text{grid}} - P_{\text{load}} = 0 \]  

- **Mode 5**
  
  \[ P_{\text{grid}} = P_{\text{load}} \]  

- **Mode 6**
  
  \[ P_{\text{boost}} \cdot \eta_{\text{inv}} + P_{\text{grid}} - P_{\text{load}} = 0 \]  

- **Mode 7**
  
  \[ P_{\text{boost}} \cdot \eta_{\text{buck-boost}} - P_{\text{in Batt}} = 0 \]  

Mode 3 is active during peak load times when the PV production is insufficient, and at the same time, the battery has remaining energy (SOC above lower limit). In that case, the battery is discharged to power the load; the grid can also partially supplied the load if required.

### 4.3. Constant Power

This case is to examine the ability of the PBIM to supply a load that consumes constant power by adjusting the PV generation and battery operation.

### 5. Model

The model consists of a PV power estimation model, a performance battery model, and an energy management controller that decides the power flow magnitudes and directions. These models receive as inputs meteorological data and load power consumption from the selected location, and as outputs determine the power exchange, the voltage of the converters, and the battery bank SOC (refer to Figure 6).

![Overall model](image)

**Figure 6.** Overall model.

For estimating the PV production, a fluid dynamic model proposed previously was used [26]. In this model, irradiance, wind speed, and PV module geometry are required to estimate the PV panel temperature, which is later linked to the PV power production using a PV panel temperature coefficient. For modeling the battery behavior, a model that takes into account the particularities of battery technology by extracting key parameters from data sheets is used in the general model [27],...
A transient analysis was performed to study the dynamic response of the system in cases of abrupt changes in solar generation, refer to Appendix A.1. From the analysis, it can be noticed that the transient time (less than 0.1 s) is relatively shorter than the time step used for the power balance (one minute). Therefore, the transient transitions are not considered in this study.

5.1. Inputs

All the PV related data (irradiance, ambient temperature, and wind speed) were extracted from Metenorm, for both locations in Cambodia (off-grid), Netherlands (peak-shaving).

For this case, environmental data from a rural area in Cambodia (Stung Treng) is used to obtain the PV power, and the data for the load is taken from a tier 2 case in a rural electrification study [31], both with one-minute time step.

In the case of the grid-connected case study, the typical load for a house in the Netherlands was selected including seasonal effects [32], while for environmental data Delft, a city in the Netherlands (one minute) was selected.

6. Results

6.1. Off-Grid

6.1.1. Sizing

To size the system, the loss of load probability (LLP) was used to find the optimum battery capacity for a solar panel to power the tier 2 load selected (140 W, 18 V_{mpp}, 7.78 I_{mpp}). Because every pouch battery (20 Ah, 3.3 V) can deliver 65 Wh, the battery capacity is incremented from one cell to 20 cells in series in steps of 65 Wh.

Based on Figure 7, where the LLP is plotted as the battery size increases, LLP values reduce as the battery capacity increases; however, there is a point in which LLP continues to lower but more slowly, and a further decrease on LLP is at the expense of extraordinarily high battery sizes. Therefore, the selected battery size was 390 Wh, for an LLP value of 1.53%. To have a battery size of 390 Wh, 6 batteries connected in series are needed.

![Figure 7. Loss of load probability for system sizing.](image_url)

6.1.2. Power Balance

The power balance for a day with high and low irradiance are introduced in Figure 8a,b. Firstly, it is important to mention that the power of the battery is considered negative for charging and positive...
when discharging. Secondly, the initial SOC is set to 10% which means that neither the battery or solar panel can supply power to the load.

![Graphs showing power flows and SOC levels for the dry and rainy season](image)

**Figure 8.** One day simulation for the dry and rainy season in a off-grid case study. (a) Power flows and SOC levels: dry season, (b) power flows and SOC levels: rainy season (c) modes of operation: dry season, (d) modes of operation: rainy season (e) PV and battery pack voltage: dry season, (f) PV and battery pack voltage: rainy season.

For the chosen day during the dry season, the PBIM operates in mode 5, but as soon as the sun rises the system changes briefly to mode 7, so the panel charges the battery (see Figure 8a,c). Later, because of the vast solar generation at MPP, the battery can be charged, and the load supplied at the same time (mode 2); however, after a while the solar generation is considerably higher than the load...
and the panel moves to a curtail operation, while the battery partially support the load. When the sun goes down, the device changes to mode 3, which means that the power needed for the load is provided by the battery if there is enough energy remaining.

The three peaks observed between 12:00 and 16:00 are caused by low load consumption periods and excess of PV energy. Around 13:00, the battery (fully charged) is discharged from 90% to 85%, but as soon as the SOC decreases more, the PV panel operates at maximum power point again charging the battery and powering the load—first peak in battery and PV production. After some minutes, the battery is full, and the same phenomenon occurs two more occasions for the dry season—two remaining peaks.

When comparing the selected days for the dry and rainy season, they are clear differences on the SOC level for both cases. As the generation is considerably less in the rainy season, as can be appreciated in Figure 8a,b. For the same reason, the mode of operation 4, where the PV generation is curtailed does not occur Figure 8d. Also, mode 1 which was not present in the dry season, appears in the rainy season due to the inability of the PV panel to supply the load during the middle of the day needing the help of the battery.

6.1.3. PV and Battery Voltages

The changes in voltage for both PV and batteries for the dry and rainy season are illustrated in Figure 8e,f, respectively. Regarding the battery voltage, it can be noted that for the dry season the battery is charged until reaches the upper SOC limit and after some time is partially discharged, while for the rainy day due to the low PV generation the battery is charged and discharged several times. In the case of the PV voltage, it remains relatively constant throughout the day for the rainy season, while for the dry season the voltage dropped abruptly various occasions due to two reasons: the PV curtailment occurred more often, and mode 5 had to take place on various occasions as the load was zero and consequently the PV disconnected ($V_{PV} = 0$).

6.2. Constant Load

The objective of this section is to explore the ability of the PBIM to supply an individual appliance whose power consumption is relatively constant, as the PBIM might be useful for portable applications or as a backup in case of emergencies, where basic loads are the priority.

Here, a PBIM, with the same PV and battery size as in Section 6.1, tries to deliver constant power to a 50 W load in an off-grid case study. As depicted in Figure 9, the integrated device powered the load successfully for about 14 h even if the initial battery SOC was low. Because the battery was completely empty during the night, the PBIM was not able to satisfy the load demand, but soon in the morning time, the PV panel was enough to power the load and the remaining power was stored into the battery. In the afternoon, when the PV stated diminishing, the battery started supplying the load until the SOC reached its lower limit.

6.3. Peak-Shaving

For this part of the study, a 265 W$_P$ (31.44 V$_{m_{pp}}$, 8.44 I$_{m_{pp}}$) PV panel, a battery pack of 520 Wh (8 batteries in series), and a DC bus of 48 V are defined as the system characteristics. In this case, study, the PV panel rating is increased compared to the previous case as well as the battery pack capacity. The energy consumed during the peak time in the Netherlands can be shaved by using a battery pack of 520 Wh. Also, the load can be partially supplied by the PV panel in off-peak times, ensuring not PV generation dumped (Figure 10).
6.3.1. Power Balance

Before describing the power flow profiles, it is important to establish the peak consumption time, which in the Netherlands happens between 17:00 and 20:00 almost irrespectively of the season. Because the battery is initially empty during the night, at the beginning of the day the PBIM is in standby, as can be seen in Figure 10a. Therefore, the load is only supported by the grid. As a result, mode 5 represents the inactivity of the PBIM (Figure 10b). As soon as there is enough solar irradiation, the PV
panel starts delivering power to the battery and changing to mode 7. A rapid fluctuation between mode 7 and mode 5 can also be seen in Figure 10b, because of low irradiance instances. Once the battery is completely charged, the solar panel can supply the load partially, and the power extracted from the grid reduces (mode 6). Because the SOC of the battery reached the upper limit, the battery is disconnected to be later discharged during peak hours. At peak time, the diminished PV generation and the battery at constant power supply load. However, because the power required from the load is more than the PBIM combined production, power from the electricity grid is needed to complement the power from the PBIM as presented in mode 1. Again, the rapid changes between modes 1 and 3 are caused by the abrupt variations in incident irradiance on the solar panel.

6.3.2. PV and Battery Voltages

The solar panel and battery voltages are presented in Figure 10c. In this case, MPPT is always active when the PV produces power because PV power never surpasses the load required power. Regarding the battery voltage, the voltage does not vary when the battery completely charged and not used, but during peak times the voltage gradually decreases during peak hours as it is discharged. Figure 10c also shows that the PV panel voltage is zero in several occasions; this is because irradiance is below 50 W/m² during daylight, and in that condition the DC/DC boost converter is switched off.

6.4. Future Work

As the objective of this paper is only to propose an energy management system for the PBIM, its practical implementation deserves to be explored in future research. In this research, the selected DC coupled architecture must be characterized via extensive testing to evaluate its performance under realistic conditions.

7. Conclusions

This paper focuses on controlling a PV Battery Integrated Module for performing energy management while paying attention to the system architecture. The most suitable architecture for the PBIM is the DC coupled. This decision is based on the number of conversion stages, battery safety, and converters control complexity. For this architecture, the control strategies needed to manage the converters are proposed. Seven modes of operation are presented to help the system define the most appropriate PV (MPPT, curtailment, or inactive) and battery operation (charging, discharging, or inactive), while the load is continuously changing. Based on this, two applications were explored, an off-grid and a peak-shaving (grid-tied). For both cases, it was established that the PBIM could be managed to supply the load and administrate the intended power delivery. Finally, this paper presented an energy management system especially tailored for a PV Battery Integrated module, demonstrating its usefulness and suitability for standalone and grid-tied PV systems.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

SOC  State of charge
ref  reference
DC  direct current
SW  Converter switch
MPP  Maximum power point
batt  Battery
AC  alternating current
PI  Proportional integral

Nomenclature
The following nomenclature are used in this manuscript:

\( P_{\text{PV}} \)  PV power
\( P_{\text{boost}} \)  power boost converter
\( P_{\text{load}} \)  power demanded by the load
\( P_{\text{out}} \)  battery power discharged
\( P_{\text{boost,curtail}} \)  battery power charged
\( P_{\text{batt}} \)  power boost converter
\( P_{\text{fail}} \)  power not provided to the load
\( P_{\text{grid}} \)  power required from the grid
\( D_{\text{boost}} \)  boost converter duty cycle
\( D_{\text{buck-boost}} \)  buck-boost converter duty cycle
\( \eta_{\text{inv}} \)  efficiency of DC/AC converter
\( \eta_{\text{buck-boost}} \)  efficiency buck-boost converter
\( e_1 \)  PI error for PV voltage (boost converter)
\( e_2 \)  PI error for PV current (boost converter)
\( e_3 \)  PI error for PV voltage (buck-boost converter)
\( e_4 \)  PI error for PV current (buck-boost converter)
\( C_{\text{DC}} \)  DC bus capacitance for buck-boost converter
\( C_{\text{out,boost}} \)  out capacitance for boost converter
\( L_{\text{boost}} \)  inductance for boost converter
\( V_{\text{PV}} \)  PV voltage
\( V_{\text{PV,mpp}} \)  PV voltage at MPP
\( V_{\text{PV,curtail}} \)  PV voltage in curtail operation
\( V_{\text{batt,nom}} \)  battery nominal voltage
\( V_{\text{batt}} \)  battery voltage
\( V_{\text{DC}} \)  DC voltage
\( V_{\text{DC,ref}} \)  DC voltage reference
\( I_{\text{PV}} \)  PV current
\( I_{\text{PV,mpp}} \)  PV current at MPP
\( I_{\text{PV,ref}} \)  PV current at reference level
\( I_{\text{PV,curtail}} \)  PV current in curtail operation
\( I_{\text{batt}} \)  PV current in curtail operation
\( K_{p,v} \)  controller gain parameter for \( I_{\text{PV,ref}} \) and \( I_{\text{batt,ref}} \)
\( K_{i,v} \)  controller gain parameter for \( I_{\text{PV,ref}} \) and \( I_{\text{batt,ref}} \)
\( K_{p,i} \)  controller gain parameter for \( D_{\text{boost}} \) and \( D_{\text{buck-boost}} \)
\( K_{i,v} \)  controller gain parameter for \( D_{\text{boost}} \) and \( D_{\text{buck-boost}} \)
\( C_{\text{batt}} \)  battery capacitance for buck-boost converter
\( C_{\text{in,boost}} \)  in capacitance for boost converter
\( L_{\text{buck-boost}} \)  inductance for buck-boost converter
Appendix A

Appendix A.1. Transient Analysis

The following equations define the procedure followed to find the parameters needed by the feedback loop of the boost and buck-boost converters:

Appendix A.1.1. Boost Converter

\[ e_1(t) = V_{PV}(t - \Delta t) - V_{PV,ref}(t) \]  
\[ e_2(t) = I_{PV}(t - \Delta t) - I_{PV,ref}(t) \]  
\[ I_{PV,ref}(t) = K_{p,v} \cdot e_1(t) + K_{i,v} \cdot \int_{0}^{t} e_1(t) dt \]  
\[ D_{\text{boost}}(t) = K_{p,i} \cdot e_2(t) + K_{i,i} \cdot \int_{0}^{t} e_2(t) dt \]

Appendix A.1.2. Buck-Boost Converter

\[ e_3(t) = V_{DC}(t - 1) - V_{DC,ref}(t) \]  
\[ e_4(t) = I_{batt}(t - 1) - I_{batt,ref}(t) \]  
\[ I_{batt,ref}(t) = K_{p,v} \cdot e_3(t) + K_{i,v} \cdot \int_{0}^{t} e_3(t) dt \]  
\[ D_{\text{buck-boost}}(t) = K_{p,i} \cdot e_4(t) + K_{i,i} \cdot \int_{0}^{t} e_4(t) dt \]

The transient simulations were implemented in MATLAB/Simulink, according to the architecture depicted in Figure 1b. For this simulation, the load and inverter are substituted by constant impedance DC load to simplify the simulation.

The simulation was set to run for 0.4 s as the changes were visible under that period. In Figure A1a a rapid shift in power is observed; this happens because the irradiance values were changed first from 0 to 500 W/m², and later from 500 to 1000 W/m² after 0.2 s, a period in which the MPP was reached. Also, based on Figure A1b, two disturbances can be observed, which corresponds to the changes in irradiance. At the beginning of the simulation the solar power was not enough, so the load was not completely satisfied; therefore, the bus voltage slightly deviated from 36 V. Later, power is extracted from the battery to keep the power balance and reach the reference voltage and match the load. When the irradiance reached 1000 W/m², the solar production is now above the power required, and the DC bus voltage rose accordingly. Given the power excess, the battery is powered, and the voltage comes back to its reference level after 0.1 s, reaching equilibrium.

\[ V_{PV} = (1 - D_{\text{boost}}) V_{DC} \]  
\[ V_{DC} = \frac{V_{batt}}{D_{\text{buck-boost}}} \]
Figure A1. Transient analysis for (a) PV power, and (b) PV and DC voltage.

Table A1. Parameters for transient simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V_{DC,ref}</td>
<td>36 V</td>
<td>L_{boost}</td>
<td>1 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{PV,mpp}</td>
<td>18 V</td>
<td>C_{in, boost}</td>
<td>5 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{batt,nom}</td>
<td>26.4 V</td>
<td>C_{out, boost}</td>
<td>0.01 mF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV power rating</td>
<td>140 W</td>
<td>C_{batt}</td>
<td>2 mF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load (nominal voltage, nominal load)</td>
<td>36 V, 100 W</td>
<td>C_{DC}</td>
<td>2 mF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter switching frequency</td>
<td>50 kHz</td>
<td>K_{PV}</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K_{i}</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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